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Abstract—This work is part of a global project to develop
a recommender system of economic news articles. Its objectives
are threefold: (i) automatically multi-classify the economic new
articles, (ii) recommend the articles by comparing the profiles of
the users and the multi-classification of the articles, and (iii) managing the vocabulary of the economic news domain to improve the
system based on the seamlessly intervention of the documentalists.
In this paper we focus on the automatic multi-classification of
the articles and the respective description and justification to the
documentalists. While several multi-classification solutions exist
they are not automatically adaptable to the problem in hands
as their description of the resulting multi-classification lacks
substantial correlation with the documentalists perspective. In
fact, we need to consider not only the automatic classification but
also the supervision of the classification and its evolution based
on the documentalists supervision of the automatic classification.
Accordingly, it is necessary to provide a mechanism that bridges
the gap between the automatic classification mechanisms and
the documentalists thesaurus, in order to support their seamless supervision of classification and of thesaurus management.
Ontologies are central to our proposal, as they are used to
represent and manage the thesaurus, to describe the content of
the articles, and finally to automatically multi-classify them via
inference process. Also, we adopt a machine learning approach
for generating a prediction model for supporting the automatic
classification. This paper presents a proposal for enriching the
documentalist-oriented ontology with the model prediction rules,
which provides the necessary capabilities to the DL reasoner for
automatic multi-classification.
Keywords—multi-classify, recommender system, ontology economical e-news, machine learningmulti-classify, recommender system, ontology economical e-news, machine learning.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The decision-making process in the economic field requires the
centralization and intake of a large amount of information. The aim
is to keep abreast with current market trends. Thus, contractors,
businessmen and salespersons need to continuously be aware of the
market conditions. This means to be up-to-date regarding ongoing
information and projects undergoing development. With the help
of economic monitoring, prospects can be easily identified, so as to
establish new contracts. Our tool is specialized in the production
and distribution of press reviews about French regional economic
actors. The overload of news information is a particular case
of information overload, which is a well-known problem, studied
by Information Retrieval and Recommender Systems research
fields. News recommender systems already exist [1], Athena [2],
GroupLens [3] or News Dude [4]. Some of these systems use
domain knowledge to improve the recommendation task [1] [2].
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To achieve this goal, a content-based recommender system is being
developed. A recommender system is necessary for the item ranking
and a content-based approach is required to analyze the content
of each article to structure and preserve information content. The
results of the analysis enable linking the domain knowledge to the
articles to improve the recommendation task [1] [2]. Content based
recommender systems typically follow a two-step process:
(i)

the indexing of articles (also known as classification) and
users (also known as profiling)

(ii)

the comparison process which consists to compare the
classification of the articles and the profiles of the users.
The latter computes the article relevance with regards to
the user profile.

In order to capture this economical context, we are moving
towards a customized review for each user and towards an opinion
survey on magazine readers that cover a broad array of subjects,
including news services. Criteria for a relevant customization of
the review were identified as a result of this survey as well as
expert domain knowledge. These criteria are economic themes (i.e.
main economic events), economic sectors, temporal and localization
information. Our domain knowledge is based on expert-defined
thesaurus and an ontology allowing managing the main concepts
and relations.
As consequence of this effort the complete production process of the
review was redesigned to produce and to automatically distribute a
customized review for each user. So, the aim of the overall system
is to manage all news articles produced, and provide the most
relevant article for each customer. Yet, while the comparison process
is automated, the article classification process remains manual.
While this is a time consuming process, it ensures the quality of the
recommendation as long as the documentalists know the economical
context and perform the classification. The aim of this paper twofold:
(i)

proposing an automatic classification processes that mimics the documentalists process

(ii)

provide to the documentalists the description and justifications of the automatic classification to support their
supervision and feedback in a seamless way.

Consequently, time is saved and the economical context evolution
is kept in the business process.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we present the background
research work and related work. Then, we present the overall
system proposal, by describing the core definitions, principles and
decisions. The fourth section presents the ontology enrichment from
the prediction model, as well as the ontology population and automatic classification processes. Then we present experimentations
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and we summarize the contributions and point out future research
directions.

II.

S TATE OF THE ART AND OUR HIERARCHICAL
MULTI - LABEL CLASSIFICATION

This section presents the background research context and from
there describes the related work. The large amount of information
on the web, company information systems, Digital Libraries, Selling
websites and so on, is a well-known fact. The recommender systems
aims at providing for each user the better items according to
his/her needs. Items can be websites, news articles, books, video,
music, washing machine, etc. In the recommender system literature
two paradigms are distinguished. First, content-based recommender
systems try to recommend items similar to those a given user
has liked in the past. Second, Collaborative filtering recommender
systems identify users whose preferences are similar to those of the
given user and recommend items they have liked [5]. Some subtasks
should be performed and the first is named the indexing task. It is
possible to distinguish two cases, the indexing of items, by content
analysis, and the indexing of the profiles, via profiles learning
(which generally includes a study of the behavior for implicit
feedbacks or proposed to the user to giving explicit feedbacks as I
like button). Both can be seen as a multi-classification task. The
second task, comparison, consists in filtering each item relative to
a given profile [6]. Usually, both types of recommender systems are
combined to define a so-called Hybrid recommender systems and
to overcome drawbacks of each case. The survey of K. Nagewara
Rao [7] proposed a general comparison of the main advantages
and drawbacks of each kind of Recommender System (e.g. content
based or collaborative filtering). In this paper we focus on contentbased recommender system, and on the indexing subtask of textual
items, based on a controlled vocabulary.
The indexing (or multi-classification) task consists in selecting a
set of keyword from the controlled vocabulary and associating it
with an item (content analysis) or a user profile (profiling).
As it is presented in the survey about controlled vocabularies from
[8], more and more companies use controlled vocabularies in their
information system. Different kinds of structure are used to manage
vocabularies, i.e. from the lowest to the richest semantic definition:
glossary, taxonomy, thesaurus, ontology. A lot of companies plan to
use ontologies in their applications [8]. While acquiring, managing
and maintaining controlled vocabularies are important yet relatively
easy tasks for the documentalist, the ontology approach to model
the domain knowledge is hardly accessible to the documentalist
due to the complexity of the logical structure. Actually, this model
differs from his/her habits, which is much more related to a
taxonomy (subsumption relations between entities) or a thesaurus
(different relations between entities, notably words). Through the
remaining of the text we will use the terms documentalist and expert
interchangeably.
An hybrid domain knowledge representation has been adopted,
in which the skeleton of the domain knowledge is delivered by
an ontology that captures the process and application needs,
complemented by a set of thesaurus that capture the domain
knowledge of the experts. The thesaurus has been captured in a very
light, expert-oriented fashion, with minimal formal semantics and
consistency obligations. For that, the experts have been provided
with only some types of relations as defined in SKOS [9]. On
the contrary, for the authoring of this ontology (Fig. 1) the strict
semantics of OWL DL has been followed.
Each of the resulting thesaurus were appended to the Theme
and Sector classes, by interpreting (i) each label as a class, and
(ii) the skos:broader relationships as owl:subClassOf relationships,
thus forming a taxonomy (hierarchy of subsumption relationships)
of labels (i.e. a taxonomic thesaurus). Here is a partial definition
in DL syntax:

•

EconomicEntity v T hing

•

Location v T hing

•

T heme v EconomicEntity

•

Organisation v EconomicEntity

•

T heme v EconomicEntity

•

Sector v EconomicEntity

•

City v Location

•

F irstOD v Location, i.e. it is the First Order Division,
in France.

•

...

•

P rof ile v T hing u ∃isInteresedIn.Location u
∃isInterestedIn.EconomicEntity

•

Article
v
T hing u
∃isAbout.EconomicEntity

•

Of f shoring v International v Expanding v T heme

•

P neumatic v Automobile v T ransport v Sector

•

...

∃isAbout.Location

u

The other relations used in the thesaurus were copied unchanged to the ontology to be used solely in the recommendation
process as input for the evaluation of the semantic distance between
articles and profiles. Furthermore, despite these thesaurus relations
have no ontology-based semantic and inference usefulness, they
are very important for the expertss tasks as allow him/her to better
and faster understand the context of the word/label to use in an
article or profile classification. As consequence, there is no semantic
constraints associated with any of the terms of the thesaurus that
promotes rich ontology-based inference. The comparison of the
item classification with the user profile is performed using the
classification of both according to the thesaurus (Fig. 2). More
details about the comparison process can be found in the [10].
In order to make the classification process automatic, the system
has to associate a set of labels from the taxonomic thesaurus
to each article. This cannot be done without the two following
process: (i) a text analysis process to extract keyword and other
features from texts and (ii) a machine learning process to learn the
classification process from examples. Feature extraction processes
ranges from simple term extraction process like tf-idf [11] to textbased semantic-aware processes, e.g. term extraction from text
based on (i) information retrieval methods [12], or (ii) based on
NLP works [13] [14]. It is possible to use different degree of
text processing tools (and preprocessing), to extract noun phrase
(i.e. tokenizer, part of speech tagger, handmade patterns and even
parsers). This process allows us to interlink a set of terms (named
features in section 3) from the article term extraction process
(content analysis) and the set of taxonomic keywords (named label
in section 3) for the articles indexing task.
Machine learning process has two primary goals: prediction and description. Prediction is concerned with using features of previously
classified examples (e.g. documents or any other resources that can
be analyzed and classified) to predict the unknown classification (i.e.
labels). Description on the other hand focuses on finding humaninterpretable patterns that describe the performed classification.
Two main categories of label-classification prediction can be enumerated: the single-label and the multi-label classification. Singlelabel classification aims to learn a prediction model from a set
of examples that are related with a single label from a set of
disjoint labels. In multi-label classification instead, the examples are
associated with a set of labels [15]. Multi-label classification faced
increased attention in the last decade, overcoming the single-label
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Fig. 1: Domain ontology with the taxonomic thesaurus.

is far from the required specification of classes. Our goal instead is
to enrich the already existent taxonomic thesaurus with constraints
capturing the prediction model allowing the user to perceive the
taxonomic thesaurus, rules and the adopted features.
In [21] the authors are concerned with automatically create an
ontology from the text documents without any prior knowledge
about their content. For that they use an iterative and interactive
4-phases process. Unlike [22], [23] that construct thesaurus from
the learning examples, in this project/paper the thesaurus-based
taxonomy already exists and should be applied both in the automatic
classification and description.
This paper does not aim at improving the state of the art in multiclassification, nor in ontology learning from text, but instead to
propose a method to semantically enrich the ontology by adopting
machine learning processes in order to both classify and describe
classification, so the gap between the experts perspective and the
classification rules representation is reduced.

Fig. 2: Our ontology-based recommender system.

Our method is based on four following steps.
1)

classification previous dominance, but it was only much recently
that hierarchical multi-label classification (HMC) approaches received the desired attention. Even so, some of the so-called HMC
approaches do not follow a strict hierarchical semantics (in the
sense of subsumption), but a clustering approach. This is the case
of the state of the art ”hierarchical” multi-label approach HOMER
[16] and that of [17] that uses Predictive Clustering Tree (PCT)
framework. However, unlike HOMER, the approach described in
[17] is constrained by the taxonomy or DAG underlying the training
and testing datasets. This is also the case of other works, notably
in the area of bioinformatics [18] [19].
Both [17] and [18] are very interested in the description of the
predictions to the user. In [20] the authors propose an iterative and
interactive (between AI methods and domain experts) approach
to achieve prediction and description (which are usually hard to
fulfill), considering domain expert knowledge and feedback. Unlike
us however, in [20] the authors do not aim to automatically multiclassify the items but only to improve the ontology, which means
that the resulting ontology is not used for automatic classification
of items.
In [23] the authors propose an approach to build ontologies using
data mining results upon databases. The result is the enrichment
of the ontology with new concepts and datatype properties, which

2)

3)
4)

The vectorization phase allows generating the matrix of
term frequencies from a learning set.
The resolution allows creating logical constraints (rules)
associated to the keywords of the taxonomy (controlled
vocabulary) using named entities extracted in the vectorization phase. This phase generates a flat ontology.
The hierarchization allows to generate a class hierarchy
of subsumption of the ontology used to label documents.
The realization allows searching and deducing the most
specific classes of documents to be classified which
consists in generating the multi-classification.

Phases 3 and 4 are done using standard reasoner such as
FaCT++, HermiT, Pellet.

III.

D EFINITIONS

In this section we give some definitions necessary to understand
notions used by our system. First we present fundamental definitions
and then we define the four categories of documents.

A. Fundamental definitions
Definition 1 : Let Wj be a named entity belonging to the set
of relevant words extracted from learning thesaurus.
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Let T axi be the name of a classe of the

Definition 2 :
taxonomy.

Definition 3 : The frequency of occurrence T Fij of a term is
the percentage of occurrence of Wj for documents labelled with
T axi label.

Fig. 3: Wj belonging to the set α = 90 are in red, and those
belonging to the set β = 75 are in green.

The threshold α is such α < T Fij

Definition 4 :

T axi
terms,
Definition 5 : Let alpha terms set containing ωα
the set of Wj terms having T Fij greater than α threshold for the
term T axi of the taxonomy.

(

)
[

T axi
ωα
=

{Wj } | T Fij > α

B. Categories of documents
Taking into account the two α and β thresholds we are
considering 4 categories of documents :
1)

alpha set is not empty and beta set is empty such as :

j

T axi
|ωα
| > 0 ∧ |ωβT axi | = 0

2)

T axi
|ωα
| = 0 ∧ |ωβT axi | > 0

The threshold β is such β ≤ T Fij ≤ α

Definition 6 :

3)
Definition 7 : Let beta terms set containing ωβT axi terms, the
set of Wj terms having T Fij greater or equal to β threshold and
lower or equal to α threshold for the term T axi of the taxonomy.
ωβT axi

=

(
[

4)

T axi
|ωα
| = 0 ∧ |ωβT axi | = 0

{Wj } | β ≤ T Fij ≤ α

IV.

T axi
Definition 9 : Let alpha documents set Dα
of a document
−
→
d be the set of Wj terms having T Fij greater than α threshold
−
→
for the term T axi of the taxonomy such as ai component of d is
not null.

)
{Wj } | T Fij > α and ai 6= 0

j

Definition 10 : Let beta documents set DβT axi of a document
−
→
d be the set of Wj terms having T Fij greater than β threshold and
lower or equal to α threshold for the term T axi of the taxonomy
−
→
such as ai component of d is not null.

(
DβT axi =

)
[

alpha and beta sets are empty such as :

)

−
→
Definition 8 : Let d be a boolean vector such each component
of the vector corresponds to the occurring or not of term Wj into
the document.
−
→
d = (a1 , ..., am ) | m is the number of terms Wj and ai ∈ {0, 1}

(
[

alpha and beta sets are not empty such as :
T axi
|ωα
| > 0 ∧ |ωβT axi | > 0

j

T axi
Dα
=

alpha set is empty and beta set is not empty such as :

{Wj } | β ≤ T Fij ≤ α and ai 6= 0

T RANSLATION RULES FOR ONTOLOGIES

This section describes how the alpha and beta sets of each
term of the taxonomy are translated into logical constraints in an
ontology classification like Description Logic. First, it is necessary
to define the core of the ontology by using primitive concepts
and defined concepts as explained in Section IV-A. This starting
ontology will be enriched with the rules as defined in Section IV-B.
With this enhancement, the inference engine is capable to deduce
from this TBox the classification of the most specific subsumers
for concepts defined (Section IV-B1). On an other hand, when the
ontology is populated with the new documents to be labeled by
adding them to assertional level or ABox, the inference engine will
be able to find the most specific classes of documents. This phase
is described in Section IV-B2.

A. Defining the core of the ontology
We need to define three primitive concepts and a relationship.
These concepts are the Word concept to define a term appearing
in the documents(Wj ), the Doc concept to define a document to
−
→
be labeled ( d vector)and the Tax concept to define the terms of
the taxonomy used to label documents (T axi ). Only one role is
necessary in our core ontology: the role hasWord which can link
a document to all of its terms.
•

W ord v >

•

Doc v >

•

T ax v >

•

Doc ≡ ∃hasW ord.W ord

•

T ax1 v T ax

•

T ax2 v T ax

•

...

•

T axn v T ax

j

Table 3 presents examples of term frequencies into documents
and their belonging to alpha and beta terms sets of the taxonomy.
Red cells represent alpha terms set and green cells represent beta
terms set.
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B. Defining enrichment rules
These rules allow the enrichment of the ontology from the
matrix of term frequencies.
For this, we consider only three categories to simplify the problem
and reduce the size of logical constraints. These cases are: Beta is
empty, Alpha is empty and both Alpha and Beta are non-empty.

1) Empty beta category: In this case, only alpha set is
considered:

T axi ≡

n
\

T axi
hasW ord : Wj , Wj ∈ ωα

j=1

In order to label a document with T axi term of the taxonomy, the
document has to possess at least one of the terms of the alpha set
T axi
ωα
.

2) Empty alpha category: In this case, only beta set is
considered:

T axi ≡

n
[

!
hasW ord : Wj

u ≥ δhasW ord.W ord

j=1

with Wj ∈ ωβT axi , δ = d|ωβT axi | ∗ pe, and 0 ≤ p ≤ 0.5. In order to
label a document with T axi term of the taxonomy, the document
has to possess a number of the terms of the beta set ωβT axi greater
than δ. This value is calculated based on a percentage based on
p value. For example, if we want a set of terms at least equal to
30% of the terms ωβT axi and that the cardinality of ωβT axi equals
9, then δ = 3.

3) Non-empty alpha and beta category: On one hand, we
consider alpha set as defined in Section IV-B1, and on the other
hand we consider the beta set as defined in Section IV-B2, but
with a value q = p*2. It corresponds to δ = d|ωβT axi | ∗ qe, with
0 ≤ q ≤ 1 and q = p ∗ 2.
In order to label a document with the term T axi of the
taxonomy, the document must have a number of terms in the beta
set ωβT axi greater than δ. This value is calculated based on a
percentage defined by the p value. For example, if we want a set
of terms at least equal to 60% of the terms of ωβT axi and that its
cardinality equals 7 then δ = 4.

C. Ontology populating rules definition

Fig. 4: Inferred class hierarchy showing inferred subsumptions
and equivalences.

1) Classification phase: The classification provides two types
of results as illustrated in Fig 4. The first is the discovery of the
most specific subsuming class such as T ax10 subsumes T ax12 and
T ax1 subsumes T ax10 . The second allows to infer equivalence
classes when the logical constraints are equivalent, for example:
T ax13 is equivalent to T ax14 . On one hand, this means that when a
document is labeled with a class that has subsumers, this document
will also be labeled by subsumant classes. On the other hand, when
a document is labeled with a class that has the equivalence classes
then this document is also labeled with equivalent classes.
These two elements can achieve a multi-labeling, knowing that
the terms of the taxonomy are hierarchical. Accordingly, this is a
hierarchical multi-label classification (HMC) process.
It should be noticed that for purposes of optimization, we define
a document as an instance of a term of the taxonomy even if
a conceptualization point a view is wrong. However in this case
we do not focus on the definition of business knowledge, but
on the definition of a system with logical constraints in order to
obtain answers to questions. The formal settings of description logic
ensures that the reasoning problem is decidable and calculable.

2) Realization phase: The realization phase consists in finding
all the most specific classes of individuals.
This phase is carried out by the inference engine which enables
to deduce all the more specific classes. It also allows to manage
multi-labeling while adding subsuming and equivalent classes. As
consequence, a document is multi-labeled according to a hierarchy.
Fig. 5 presents the results of the realization phase: the document
doc1 belongs to the class T ax12 and may be labeled with terms
T ax12 , T ax10 and T ax1 .

As written in definition 8, a document corresponds to a vector
of terms such as:
−
→
d = (a1 , ..., am ) | m is the number of terms Wj and ai ∈ {0, 1}
For every vector, we define a set of assertions, a single concept
assertion and set of role assertions for which the component of the
vector is not null: hasW ord(d, Wj )|ai 6= 0.

D. Inference process
The inference engine processes can perform the following two
phases of our method. It allows firstly to make the classification
phase, and secondly to perform the realization phase.

V.

S ETTINGS

This section describes how to automatically determine the values
of alpha and beta thresholds according to the desired number of
terms in the logical constraints.
These two values are important because the size of the rules depends
directly on them. On the one hand, if the threshold values are too
high, then the logic constraints are too large involving failure to
realize the phases of the classification and realization due to the
polynomial complexity. On the other hand, if the value is too small,
so most of the time alpha and beta sets may be empty involving the
incapacity of the system to achieve its objective.
Definition 11 :
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Label

12920

3185

0

500

983

19.020

0.019

TABLE I: The dataset in some numbers.

Fig. 6: Results of the realization phase, with the delicious
dataset.

Fig. 5: Results of the realization phase.

and beta sets defined as follow:
Sum(α) =

n
X

T axi
|ωα
|

i=1

Sum(β) =

n
X

|ωβT axi |

i=1

With n the number of terms in the taxonomy.
Definition 12 :
Consider the average of the cardinalities of
alpha and beta sets defined as follow:
Sum(α)
e
n
Sum(β)
e
Avg(β) = d
n

Avg(α) = d

T axi
argi max|ωα
|

M ax(β) = argi max|ωβT axi |
With n the number of terms in the taxonomy.
It is possible to take into account the maximum number of terms
in a logical rule, or its average. This by using functions M ax(α)
and M ax(β) functions and Avg(α) and Avg(β) respectively. In
the following algorithm, only the instance with the maximum value
is shown. The algorithm for calculating the average value is to
override the function by function Avg.
The following algorithm determines the values αand β for a given
Objective Value. This value is set at the beginning of the algorithm
and corresponds to the maximum number of terms that logical
rules must contain:
ε = 0.25
α = 0.5

9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

ε = 0.25
β = 0.5
While ( Objective != M ax(β))
if Objective > M ax(β) then β = β − ε
if Objective < M ax(β) then β = β + ε
ε = ε/2
End While
Result.Objective → β

This algorithm determines the optimum values for α and β for
an objective value. For our prime evaluations exposed here, we
used an objective average of 10 terms in all rules.

Definition 13 :
Consider the maximum value of the
cardinalities of alpha and beta sets defined as follow:

1)
2)

While ( Objective != M ax(α))
if Objective > M ax(α) then α = α − ε
if Objective < M ax(α) then α = α + ε
ε = ε/2
End While
Result.Objective → α

Result.Objective : (α, β)

With n the number of terms in the taxonomy.

M ax(α) =

3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

VI.

F IRST EVALUATION OF THE APPROACH

In this section we present a preliminary evaluation of the
approach. Due to the lack of real data for our platform, the first
evaluation is based on the delicious dataset available on the Mulan
project web site and already used in some multilabel-classification
works [13]. It was extracted from the del.icio.us social bookmarking
site on the 1st of April 2007 and contains textual features and
tags of webpages. This dataset is used to train a classifier for tag
recommendation.
With this dataset the (phase 1) manual multi-classification and
the (phase 2) feature extraction tasks are not necessary: features
and tags are already associated with documents and a sub-dataset is
predefined for the (phase 3) learning of the prediction model. Our
prediction model is the set of α and β -rules generated by the method
outlined in section III. The ontology is populated (phase 4), and
some reasoners are used to perform the multi-classification task.
During our evaluations different reasoners are used on different
hardware (table 2). The results produced by the reasoner are not
only a multilabel-classification of documents, but also a hierarchical
reorganization of tags based on the equivalence rules.
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α-rules

FaCT++

HermiT

Pellet

i7 4Go DDR3
Xeon E3 24Go DDR3

50 s
-

n.e.m.1
8h

n.e.m.
18 h

αβ-rules

FaCT++

HermiT

Pellet

i7 4Go DDR3
Xeon E3 24Go DDR3
Xeon E5 128Go DDR3

n.e.m.
n.e.m.
2 h / out3

n.e.m.
out2
out

n.e.m.
out
out

TABLE II: Reasoner time computation comparison for the
ontology populated with αβ-complex rules.

Evaluation
Proposal with A-type rules
HOMER [16]

Precision
30%
-

Recall
6%
-

F1-Mesure
10%
25%

TABLE III: Evaluation and comparison with a similar work of
multi-classification.

relations that were not present in the taxonomic thesaurus, giving
rise to Direct Acyclic Graphs, i.e. a class can have more than
one super-class. While this observation is potentially relevant
for the refinement of the taxonomic thesaurus and therefore
for the classification, a deeper and finer analysis and expertbased experiments have to be performed to better understand the
advantages, disadvantages and potential applications. Moreover, our
preliminary tests have highlighted the complexity of reasoning on
ontology, even with a relatively small ontology. As future work,
two things are interesting to study in the context of this work.
(i) The team will focus deeper on the supervision process, namely
in reviewing results of the documentations, and managing it by
interpreting it as feedback to the classification process and evolution
of the taxonomy. (ii) The team will study solutions to distribute and
split the reasoning task problem with the map-reduce approach.
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Table III shows that the second type of rules is much more
time and memory consuming. We have only one result to show.
This result was produced by FaCT++, with the best machine and
an ontology without any instance (i.e. document). In 2 hours the
reasoner infers a hierarchical reorganization of tags based on the
equivalence rules. Yet the ontology populated with documents and
equivalent class rules seems very time consuming even for FaCT++.
The ontology with B-type rules is not evaluated in the following
steps due to the lack of results provided by reasoners.
Quality of the results are low and another approach [16] with
this dataset also shows low value for the F-measure.
This precision-recall evaluation is only based on α rules,
because of the difficulty for reasoners to provide results with β
rules.
Our way to create rules (i.e. with an average of 10 terms for all
rules) has the consequence the creation of some ruleless classes.
With this method, for our 983 classes, only 427 have rules. There are
556 classes without labeling rule (obviously, theses classes should
have had β rules). So there are classes that the predictive model
can not affect. This impacts very negatively the Recall.
In our α rules, we consider that the presence of one of the
selected terms for the rule is a sufficient clue. In fact, the terms
selected for theses rules are in the majority of cases not enough
frequent to be a sufficient evidence to qualify the class. So, the
presence of only one of them is not enough for the decision making.
It affects very negatively the Precision. The solution could be β
rules. They allow to take a decision, based on a minimum of clues.
β-rules are a small step to gain intelligence, but the impact on the
computation time and memory used is very important.
The realization phase 6 shows interesting results as the semantic
proximity between tags blogger, blogging, wp, wordpress is detected,
for examples, but results that are not described further here..

VII.

D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION

This paper describes the process of using an HMC approach to
enrich an already existing ontology to be used for automatic multiclassification of economic news articles. We decided to capture
the prediction model into the taxonomic thesaurus part of the
ontology, thus transforming it into a more semantically rich
ontology. Based on the early experiments, it was observed that the
logical axioms/rules suggested the existence of several subsumption
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